Several embedded application domains for reconfigurable systems tend to combine frequent changes with high performance demands of their workloads such as image processing, wearable computing, and network processors. Time multiplexing of reconfigurable hardware resources raises a number of new issues, ranging from run-time systems to complex programming models that usually form a reconfigurable operating system (ROS). In this paper, an efficient ROS framework that aids the designer from the early design stages all the way to the actual hardware implementation is proposed and implemented. An efficient reconfigurable platform is implemented along with novel placement/scheduling algorithms. The proposed algorithms tend to reuse hardware tasks to reduce reconfiguration overhead, migrate tasks between software and hardware to efficiently utilize resources, and reduce computation time. A supporting framework for efficient mapping of execution units to task graphs in a run-time reconfigurable system is also designed. The framework utilizes an Island Based Genetic Algorithm flow that optimizes several objectives including performance, area, and power consumption. The proposed Island Based GA framework achieves on average 55.2% improvement over a single-GA implementation and an 80.7% improvement over a baseline random allocation and binding approach.
Introduction
In the area of computer architecture choices span a wide spectrum, with Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) and General-Purpose Processors (GPPs) being at opposite ends. General-Purpose Processors are flexible, but unlike ASICs, they are not optimized for specific applications. Reconfigurable architectures, in general, and Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), in particular, fill the gap between these two extremes by achieving both the high performance of ASICs and the flexibility of GPPs. However, FPGAs are still not a match for the lower power consumed by ASICs, nor for the performance achieved by the latter. One important feature of FPGAs is their ability to be partially reprogrammed during the execution of an application. This RunTime Reconfiguration capability provides common benefits when adapting hardware algorithms during system run-time including sharing hardware resources to reduce device count, minimizing power, and shortening reconfiguration time [1] .
Many embedded application domains for reconfigurable systems require frequent changes to support the high performance demands of their workloads. For example, in telecommunication applications, several wireless standards and technologies, such as WiMax, WLAN, GSM, and WCDMA, have to be utilized and supported. However, it is unlikely that these protocols will be used simultaneously. Accordingly, it is possible to dynamically load only the architecture that is needed onto the FPGA. Also, in an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV), employing different machine vision algorithms and utilizing the most appropriate based on the environment or perhaps the need to lower power consumption is, yet, another example.
Time multiplexing of reconfigurable hardware resources raises a number of new issues, ranging from run-time systems to complex programming models that usually form a Reconfigurable Hardware Operating System (ROS). The ROS performs online task scheduling and handles resource management. The main objective of ROS for reconfigurable International Journal of Reconfigurable Computing platforms is to reduce the complexity of developing applications by giving the developer a higher level of abstraction with which to work.
Problem Definition. Performance is one of the fundamental reasons for using Reconfigurable Computing Systems (RCS).
By mapping algorithms and applications to hardware, designers can not only tailor the computation components, but also perform data-flow optimization to match the algorithm. Typically, a designer would manually divide the FPGA fabric into both static and dynamic regions [2] . The static regions accommodate modules that do not change in time, such as the task manager and necessary buses used for communication. The dynamic region is partitioned into a set of uniform or nonuniform blocks with a certain size called Partial Reconfigurable Regions (PRRs) . Each PRR can accommodate Reconfigurable Modules (RM) application specific hardware accelerators for the incoming tasks that need to be executed. In any type of operating system, a scheduler decides when to load new tasks to be executed. Efficient task scheduling algorithms have to take task dependencies, data communication, task resource utilization, and system parameters into account to fully exploit the performance of a dynamic reconfigurable system.
A scheduling algorithm for a reconfigurable system that assumes one architecture variant for the hardware implementation of each task may lead to inferior solutions [3] . Having multiple execution units per task helps in reducing the imbalance of the processing throughput of interacting tasks [4] . Also, static resource allocation for Run-Time Reconfiguration (RTR) might lead to inferior results, as the number of PRRs for one application might be different from the number required by another. The type of PRRs (uniform, nonuniform, and hybrid) tends to play a crucial role as well in determining both performance and power consumption ( Figure 1 ).
ROS Main Components.
Reconfigurable computing is capable of mapping hardware tasks onto a finite FPGA fabric while taking into account the dependency among tasks and timing constraints. Therefore, managing the resources becomes essential for any reconfigurable computing platform. Dynamic partial reconfiguration allows several independent bit-streams to be mapped into the FPGA fabric independently, as one architecture can be selectively swapped out of the chip while another is actively executing. Partial reconfiguration provides the capability of keeping certain parts intact in the FPGA, while other parts are replaced.
A Reconfigurable Computing System traditionally consists of a GPP and several Reconfigurable Modules (as seen in Figure 2 ) that execute dedicated hardware tasks in parallel [5] . A fundamental feature of a partially reconfigurable FPGA is that the logical components and the routing resources are time multiplexed. Therefore, in order for an application to be mapped onto an FPGA, it needs to be divided into independent tasks such that each subtask can be executed at a different time.
The use of an operating system for reconfigurable computing should ease application development, provide a higher level of abstraction, and, most importantly, verify and maintain applications. There are several essential modules that need to exist in any reconfigurable operating system implementation, including the bit-stream manager, scheduler, placer, and communications network ( Figure 2 ).
(1) The Scheduler. This is an important component that decides when tasks will be executed. Efficient task scheduling algorithms have to take data communication, task dependencies, and resource utilization of tasks into consideration to optimally exploit the performance of a dynamic reconfigurable system. Scheduling techniques proposed in the literature have different goals, such as improving hardware resource utilization, reduction of scheduling time, and/or reconfiguration overhead. Other reconfigurable computing schedulers attempt to reduce fragmentation and power consumption [6] .
(2) Bit-Stream Manager. This module manages the loading/unloading of partial bit-streams from storage media into a PRR. The bit-stream manager requires fast and fairly large storage media. Therefore, it is preferable to use a dedicated hardware module for this task. A bit-stream manager is further decomposed into a storage manager and a reconfigurable manager. The latter reads bit-streams from the storage manager and then downloads them onto the FPGA fabric.
(3) The Placer. In conventional reconfigurable devices, a placer decides where to assign new tasks in the reconfigurable area. In RTR systems, the scheduler and placer are interdependent. Therefore, they are implemented as a single entity that makes it challenging to identify clear boundaries between them.
(4) Communication Manager. This module defines how hardware and software tasks communicate and interact with each other. The communication network proposed by the manager depends on the type of applications used in the system. For example, streaming applications such as vision need a different topology than that of a centralized computational application.
Proposed Work and Motivations. In this paper, we propose and implement a framework for ROS that aids the designer from the early stages of the design to the actual implementation and submission of the application onto the reconfigurable fabric. A novel online scheduler, coined RCOnline, is developed that seeks to reuse hardware resources for tasks in order to reduce reconfiguration overhead, migrate tasks between software and hardware, and schedule operations based upon a priority scheme. With regard to the latter, RCOnline dynamically measures several system metrics, such as execution time and reconfiguration time, and then uses these metrics to assign a priority to each task. RCOnline then migrates and assigns tasks to the most suitable processing elements (SW or HW) based on these calculated priorities.
One of the main problems encountered in RTR is identifying the most appropriate floorplan or infrastructure that suits an application. Every application (e.g., machine vision, GPP1  GPP1  GPP1  GPP2  GPP2   GPP3   PRR1  PRR2  PRR3  PRR1  PRR2  PRR3  PRR4  PRR5  PRR6  PRR1  PRR2  PRR3  PRR4  PRR5  PRR6  PRR7  PRR8 wireless-sensor network) requires specific types of resources that optimize certain objectives, such as reducing power consumption and/or improving execution time. In our previous work published in [7] , a dynamic reconfigurable framework consisting of five reconfigurable regions and two GPPs was implemented, along with simple scheduling algorithms. In this paper, a novel efficient and robust scheduling algorithm is developed that seeks to reuse hardware tasks to reduce reconfiguration time. The developed scheduler was tested using a collection of tasks represented by Data-Flow Graphs (DFGs).
To verify the scheduler functionality and performance, DFGs with different sizes and parameters were required; therefore, a DFG generator was also designed and implemented. The DFG generator is able to generate benchmarks with different sizes and features. However, using such a dynamic reconfigurable platform to evaluate hundreds of DFGs based on different hardware configurations is both complex and tedious. The FPGA platform to be used in this work requires a different floorplan and bit-stream for each new configuration which limits the scope of testing and evaluation. Accordingly, an architecture reconfigurable simulator was also developed to simulate the hardware platform, while running the developed 4
International Journal of Reconfigurable Computing reconfigurable operating system. The simulator allows for faster evaluation and flexibility and thus can support different hardware scenarios by varying the number of processing elements (PRRs, GPPs), size/shape of PRRs, and schedulers. Contrary to software tasks, hardware tasks may have multiple implementation variants (execution units or hardware implementation). These variants differ in terms of performance, power consumption, and area. As limiting a scheduler to one execution variant may lead to inferior solutions, we also propose an efficient optimization framework that can mitigate the mentioned deficiency. The optimization framework extends the work we introduced in [8] which utilizes an evolutionary Island Based Genetic Algorithm technique. Given a particular DFG, each island seeks to optimize speed, power, and/or area for a different floorplan. The floorplans differ in terms of the number, size, and layout of PRRs, as described earlier. The framework presented in this paper uses the online proposed schedulers along with the Island Based GA Engine, for evaluating the quality of a particular schedule in terms of power and performance based on the most suitable floorplan for the intended application. This paper seeks to integrate the developed tools (simulator, DFG generator, and schedulers) along with the Genetic Algorithm Engine for task allocation in a unique framework that is capable of mapping and scheduling tasks efficiently on a reconfigurable computing platform.
Contributions. The main contributions of this paper can be summarized in the following points:
(1) Operating System Support. The development and evaluation of a novel heuristic for online scheduling of hard, real-time tasks for partially reconfigurable devices are achieved. The proposed scheduler uses fixed predefined Partial Reconfigurable Regions with reuse, relocation, and task migration capability. The scheduler dynamically measures several performance metrics such as reconfiguration time and execution time, calculates a priority for each task, and then assigns incoming tasks to the appropriate processing elements based on this priority. To evaluate the proposed framework and schedulers, a DFG generator and a reconfigurable simulator were also developed. 
Related Work
The work in [11, 12] first proposed the idea of using reconfigurable hardware, not as a dependent coprocessor, but as a standalone independent hardware unit. In this early implementation hardware tasks can access a FIFO, memory block, and I/O driver or even signal the scheduler. The system uses an external powerful processor and connects to an FPGA via the PCI port. The proposed run-time environment can dynamically load and run variable size tasks utilizing partial reconfiguration. The system proposed in [12] was used to explore online scheduling for real-time tasks for both 1D and 2D modules. The work in [13] was the first to explore the migration between hardware and software tasks. The authors studied the coexistence of hardware (on an FPGA) and software threads and proposed a migration protocol between them for real-time processing. The authors introduced a novel allocation scheme and proposed an architecture that can benefit from utilizing dynamic partial reconfiguration. However, the results published were mainly based on pure simulation.
In [14] , the author presented a run-time hardware/software scheduler that accepts tasks modeled as a DFG. The scheduler is based on a special architecture that consists of two processors (master and slave), a Reconfigurable Computing Unit (RCU), and shared memory. The RCU runs hardware tasks and can be partially reconfigured. Each task can be represented in three forms: a hardware bit-stream run on the RCU, a software task for the master processor, or a software task for the slave processor. A scheduler migrates tasks between hardware and software to achieve the highest possible efficiency. The authors found the software implementation of the scheduler to be slow. Therefore, the authors designed and implemented a hardware version of the scheduler to minimize overhead. The work focuses mainly on the hardware architecture of the scheduler and does not address other issues associated with International Journal of Reconfigurable Computing 5 the loading/unloading of hardware tasks or the efficiency of intertask communication. Another drawback was the requirement that each task in the DFG be assigned to one of the three processing elements mentioned above. This restriction conflicts with the idea of software/hardware migration.
The authors of [15] designed and implemented an execution manager that loads/unloads tasks in an FPGA using dynamic partial reconfiguration. The execution manager insures task dependency and proper execution. It also uses prefetching and task reuse to reduce configuration time overhead. The task is modeled using scheduled DFGs in order to be usable by the execution manager. The authors implemented a software and hardware version of the manager but found the software versions to be too slow for real-time applications. The implementation used a simulated hardware task that consists of two timers to represent execution and configuration time. There are still many unaddressed issues for the manager to be used with real tasks, such as configuration management and intertask communication.
The work in [16] proposes a hardware OS, called CAP-OS, that uses run-time scheduling, task mapping, and resource management on a run-time reconfigurable multiprocessor system. The authors in [17] proposed to use the RAMPSOC with two schedulers: a static scheduler to generate a task graph and assign resources and a dynamic scheduler that uses the generated task graph produced by the static scheduler. A deadline constraint for the entire graph is imposed instead of individual tasks. Most of their work was based on simulation, and the implementation lacked task reconfiguration.
Many researchers considered the use of multiple architecture variants as part of developing an operating system or a scheduler. In [18, 19] multiple core variants were swapped to enhance execution time and/or reduce power consumption. In our previous work [7] , we alternated between software and hardware implementation of tasks to reduce total execution time. The work presented here is different in its applicability since it is more comprehensive. It can be used during the design stage to aid the designer to select the appropriate application variant for tasks in the task graph, as will be described in Section 5.
Genetic Algorithms (GAs) were used by many researchers to map tasks into FPGAs. For example, in [20] a hardware based GA partitioning and scheduling technique for dynamically reconfigurable embedded systems was developed. The authors used a modified list scheduling and placement algorithm as part of the GA approach to determine the best partitioning. The work in [21] maps task graphs into a single FPGA composed of multiple Xilinx MicroBlaze processors and hardware accelerators. In [22] , the authors used a GA to map task graphs into partially reconfigurable FPGAs. The authors modeled the reconfigurable area into tiles of resources with multiple configuration controllers operating in parallel. However, all of the above works do not take into account multiple architecture variants.
In [18] the authors modified the Rate Monotonic Scheduling (RMS) algorithm to support hot swapping architecture implementation. Their goal is to minimize power consumption and reschedule the task on the fly while the system is running. The authors addressed the problem from the perspective of schedule feasibility, but their approach does not target any particular reconfigurable platform, nor does it take multiple objectives into consideration which makes it different from the proposed work in this paper. In [23] , the authors used an Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) to optimize both power and temperature for heterogeneous FPGAs. The work in [23] is very different from the current proposed framework in terms of the types of objectives considered and their actual implementation, since the focus is on swapping a limited number of GPP cores in an embedded processor for the arriving tasks. In contrast, our proposed work focuses on optimizing the hardware implementation for every single task in the incoming DFG and targets static and partial reconfigurable FPGAs.
In [3, 4] the authors used a GA framework for task graph partitioning along with a library of hardware task implementation events that contain multiple architecture variants for each hardware task. The variants reflect trade-offs between hardware resources and task execution throughput. In their work, the selection of implementation variants dictates how the task graph should be partitioned. There are a few important differences from our proposed framework. First, our work targets dynamic partial RTR with reconfigurable operating systems. The system simultaneously runs multiple hardware tasks on PRRs and can swap tasks in realtime between software and hardware (the reconfigurable OS platform is discussed in [7] ). Second, the authors use a single objective approach, selecting the variants that give minimum execution time. In contrast, our approach is multiobjective and not only seeks to optimize speed and power, but also seeks to select the most suitable reconfigurable platform. As each of the previous objectives is likely to have its own optimal solution, the resulting optimization does not give rise to a single superior solution, but rather a set of optimal solutions, known as Pareto optimal solutions [24] . Unlike the work in [3, 4] , we employ a parallel, multiobjective Island Based GA to generate the set of Pareto optimal solutions.
Methodology
In this section, the overall methodology of the proposed work, along with the tools developed to implement the framework, is presented. The two major phases of the flow are shown in Figure 3: (1) Scheduling and Placement. This phase is responsible for scheduling and placing incoming tasks on the available processing elements (GPP/PRRs). In our earlier work in [7] , a complete reconfigurable platform, based on five PRRs and two GPPs which runs a simple ROS, was designed and mapped onto a Xilinx 6 FPGA. For our current work, using the previously developed hardware reconfigurable platform imposed a limitation, as modifying the PRRs/GPPs is a tedious and time-consuming process. Accordingly, we developed a reconfigurable simulator that hosts the developed ROS and emulates the reconfigurable platform, as will be discussed in Section 3.2. The ROS runs a novel online reconfigurable-aware scheduler (RCOnline) that is able to migrate tasks between software and hardware and measure real system metrics to optimize task scheduling, as will be explained in Section 4.2. We also developed a DFG generator to evaluate the proposed system, which will be presented in Section 3.1.
(2) Algorithm Binding. Phase one assumes a single execution element (architecture) per task. This assumption might lead to a suboptimal solution, as a hardware task can be implemented in different forms (e.g., serial or parallel implementation). To allow the proposed system to consider multiple (different) architecture implementation events, we implemented a multiobjective Island Based Genetic Algorithm platform that not only optimizes for power and speed, but also selects the most appropriate platform for the DFG, as will be explained in Section 5.
DFG Generator.
Scheduling sequential tasks on multiple processing elements is an NP-hard problem [25] . To develop, modify, and evaluate a scheduler, extensive testing is required. Scheduling validation can be achieved using workloads created either by actual recorded data from user logs or more commonly by use of randomly synthetically generated benchmarks [25] . In this work, a synthetic random DFG generator was developed to assist in verifying system functionality and performance (note: several real-world benchmarks from MediaBench DSP suite [26] were also used to validate the work presented, as will be explained in Section 3.3). An overview of the DFG generator is presented in Figure 4 . The inputs to the DFG generator include a library of task types (operations), the number of required nodes, the total number of dependencies between nodes (tasks), and the maximum number of dependencies per task. In addition, the user can control the percentage of occurrences for each task or group of tasks. The outputs of the DFG generator consist of two files: a graph and a platform file. The graph file is a graphical representation of the DFG in a user-friendly format [27] , while the platform file is the same DFG in a format compatible with the targeted platform.
The DFG generator consists of three major modules, as seen in Figure 4 :
(1) Matrix Generator. This module provides the core functionality of the DFG generator and is responsible for constructing the DFG skeleton (i.e., the nodes and dependencies). The nodes and edges that constitute the DFG are generated randomly. The nodes represent functions (or tasks) and the edges in the graph represent data that is communicated among tasks. Both tasks and edges are generated randomly based on user-supplied directives. The matrix dependency generator builds a DFG without assigning operations to the nodes (nodes and dependencies).
(2) Matrix Operation Generator. This module randomly assigns task types to the DFG (nodes) generated by the Matrix Generator module from a library of task types based on user-supplied parameters.
(3) Graph File Generator. This module produces a graph representation of the DFG in a standard open source DOT (graph description language) format [27] .
Reconfigurable Simulator.
Using the hardware platform introduced in [7] has several advantages but also introduces some limitations. The FPGA platform to be used in this work requires a different floorplan and bit-stream for each new configuration which limits the scope of testing and evaluation. Accordingly, an architecture reconfigurable simulator was developed to simulate the hardware platform in [7] , while running the developed reconfigurable operating system. The simulator consists of three distinct layers, as shown in Figure 5 . The Platform Emulator Layer (PEL) emulates the RTR platform functionality and acts as a virtual machine for the upper layers. The ROS kernel along with the developed schedulers runs on top of the PEL. The developed code of the ROS kernel along with the schedulers can run on both 
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Reconfigurable platform emulator the simulator and the actual hardware RTR platform without any modification. The use of the PEL layer enables the designer to easily develop and test new schedulers on the simulator before porting them to the actual hardware platform. The developed simulator utilizes the proposed schedulers and supports any number of PRRs and/or GPPs (software or hardware). The simulator was written in the C language and runs under Linux. The code was carefully developed in a modular format, which enables it to accommodate new schedulers in the future. The simulator uses several configuration files, similar to the one used by the Linux OS. We opted to make the simulator freely available under the open source GPL license on GitHub [9] to enable researchers working in the area of reconfigurable operating systems to utilize it as a supporting tool for their work.
Simulator Inputs.
The simulator accepts different input parameters to control its operation including scheduler selection and architecture files names. The simulator is developed to emulate the hardware platform and expects the following configuration files as input: (i) A task (architecture) library file which stores task information used by the simulator: task information includes the mode of operation (software, hardware, or hybrid), execution time, area, reconfiguration time, reconfiguration power, and dynamic power consumption (hybrid tasks can migrate between hardware and software), on a per-task-type basis. Some of these values are based on analytic models found in [28, 29] , while others are measured manually from actual implementation on a Xilinx Virtex-6 platform. (ii) A layout (platform) file which specifies the FPGA floorplan: the layout includes data that represent the size, shape, and number of PRRs along with the types and number of GPPs. (iii) A DFG file which stores the DFGs to be scheduled and executed.
Simulator Output.
The simulator generates several useful system parameters, including total execution time, reconfiguration time (cycles), task migration information, and hardware reuse. A task placement graph can also be generated by enabling specific options as will be seen in the example presented in Section 5.2.2.
Benchmarks.
Verifying the functionality of any developed scheduler with the aid of a simulator requires testing based on benchmarks with different parameters, properties, and statistics. Accordingly, ten DFGs were generated by the DFG generator presented in Section 3.1. These DFGs differ with respect to the number of tasks (nodes), dependencies, and operations, as shown in Table 1 . The number of operations refers to the different unique functions (task types) in the DFG. The benchmark suite consists of two different sets of DFGs. The first set uses four operations, while the second set uses eight operations that have variable execution time, dependencies, and possible hardware/software implementation. In addition to the synthesized benchmarks, seven real-world benchmarks selected from the well-known MediaBench DSP suite [26] were used in the schedulers' evaluation, as shown in the lower part of Table 1 .
Scheduling Algorithms
In this section, we introduce a novel online scheduling algorithm (RCOnline) along with an enhanced version (RCOnline-Enh.) for reconfigurable computing. The proposed scheduler manages both hardware and software tasks. We also introduce an efficient offline scheduler (RCOffline) for reconfigurable systems that is used to verify the quality of solutions obtained by the online scheduler. Offline schedulers often produce solutions superior to those obtained by online schedulers since the former build complete information about the system activities. In addition, several works in the related literature resort to such an approach to measure the quality of solutions obtained by online schedulers due to lack of open source code of work published in the past [30] [31] [32] . Also, schedulers developed by many researchers are usually implemented based on different assumptions and constraints that are not compatible with those employed in our proposed schedulers.
Baseline Schedulers.
One of the main challenges faced in this work is the lack of compatible schedulers, tools, and benchmarks that can be used to compare with our results. Therefore, throughout the research process, we considered several published algorithms and adapted them to represent our RTR platform for the sole sake of comparing with our proposed schedulers. Two of the adapted scheduling algorithms are described briefly in the following sections.
RCOffline
Scheduler. An offline scheduler was implemented and integrated into our proposed RTR platform. The RCOffline scheduler is a greedy offline reconfiguration aware scheduler for 2D dynamically reconfigurable architectures. It supports task reuse, module prefetch, and a defragmentation technique. Task reuse refers to a policy that the operating system can take to reduce reconfiguration time. This is accomplished by reusing the same hardware accelerator that exists in the floorplan of the FPGA when a new arriving task needs to be scheduled. The main advantage of utilizing such a scheduler is that it produces solutions (schedules) that are of high quality (close to those obtained by an ILP based model [33, 34] ) in fraction of the time. The RCOffline for all tasks in ReadyQ do (6) PRR# = FindAvailablePRR(task)
for all p in PredecessorOf(task) (10) ts=max(ts, tps + tpl) (11) end for (12) remove task from ReadyQ (13) end if (14) end for (15) else /⋆Reuse = false⋆/ (16) for all tasks in ReadyQ do (17) PRR# = findEmptyPRR(task) (18) if (PRR# and Reconfiguration) then (19) ts=t+trs (20) for all p in PredecessorOf(task) (21) ts=max(ts, tps + tpl) (22) end for (23) Remove task from ReadyQ (24) end if (25) end for (26) end if (27) ReadyQ=CheckforAvailableTasks /⋆ dependencies met ⋆/ (28) end while Algorithm 1: Pseudo-code for RCOffline.
pseudo-code is shown in Algorithm 1. The RCOffline starts by sorting the incoming tasks in the DFG using the As-Late-AsPossible (ALAP) algorithm and then adds the ready tasks (no dependencies) to the ready queue (ReadyQ) [lines (1)- (2)]. For task reuse, the scheduler will locate an available PRR [line (6) ] and then tentatively set the start time ( ) to the current time ( ) [line (8) ]. Similarly, if task reuse is false, the scheduler will look for an empty or unused PRR and only perform reconfiguration if the reconfiguration controller is available [lines (17)- (18)]. The tentative start time in this case is set to the sum of current time and reconfiguration time ( ). To prevent running a task before the predecessors assigned to the same PRR, the scheduler checks the end time of the predecessor tasks [lines (9)- (11), (20)- (22)]. This might lead to a gap between the reconfiguration time of a task and the time to execute it on the PRR (i.e., task prefetching). Since RCOffline is an offline based scheduler it expects the entire DFG in advance. Also, it assumes the existence of a reconfigurable platform that supports task relocation and PRR resizing at run-time.
RCOnline
Scheduler. The quality of the employed online scheduling algorithms in an RTR-OS can have a significant impact on the final performance of applications running on a reconfigurable computing platform. The overall time taken to run applications on the same platform can vary considerably by using different schedulers.
The online scheduler (RCOnline) proposed in this work was designed to intelligently identify and choose the most suitable processing element (PRR or GPP) for the current task based on knowledge extracted from previous tasks' historical data. The scheduler dynamically calculates task placement priorities based on data obtained from the previous running tasks. During task execution, the scheduler attempts to learn about running tasks by classifying them according to their designated types. The scheduler then dynamically updates a "task type table" with the new task type information. The data stored in the table is used by the scheduler at a later time to classify and assign priorities to new incoming tasks. The RCOnline scheduler was further enhanced by modifying task selection from the ready queue. This enhancement dramatically improves performance, as will be explained later in Section 4.4.
Enhancing algorithm performance by learning from historical previous data is not an issue for embedded systems since usually the same task sets run repeatedly on the same platform. For example, video processing applications use the same repeated task sets for every frame. That is to say, the scheduler will always produce a valid schedule even during the learning phase; however its efficiency (schedule quality) enhances over time.
The following definitions are essential to further understand the functionality of the RCOnline algorithm: (6) {add task to ready queue} (7) // SELECTION BY RCOnline versus RCOnline-Enh (8) Fetch the first task from the ReadyQueue // --used by RCOnline (9) Fetch a task that matches an existing reconfigured task // --used by RCOnline-Enh (10) switch (task->mode) (11) { case Hybrid HW : (12) { if(TaskTypePriority==0 and GPP is free) (13) {// TaskTypePriority ==0 indicates that task is preferred to run on SW (14) Migrate task from HybridHW to HybridSW (15) Add to the beginning of the ReadyQueue} (16) }else{ (17) if (there is a free PRR(s) that fits the current task) (18) {{Search Free PRRs for a match (19) against the ready task} (20) if (task found) (21) run ready task on the free PRR (22) else{ (23) currentPRR= smallest free PRR; (24) if(TaskTypePriority< currentPRR and GPP is free) (25) { // check if it's faster to reconfigure or run on SW (26) Migrate task from HybridHW to HybridSW (27) Add to the beginning of the ReadyQueue } (28) }else{ (29) Reconfigure currentPRR with the ready task bit-stream}} (30) }else // all PRRs are busy (31) {if ( GPP is free) (32) { Migrate task from HybridHW to HybridSW (33) Add (ii) Placement Priority. It is a dynamically calculated metric which is frequently updated on the arrival of new tasks. Placement priority is assigned based on the type (function) of task. RCOnline uses this metric to decide where to place the current tasks. Placement priority is an integer value, where the lower the number the higher the priority.
Based on the pseudo-code of Algorithm 2, RCOnline takes the following steps to efficiently schedule tasks:
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(1) The PRRs are given priority based on their respective size. PRR priority is a number from 0 to PRR max − 1.
(2) Arriving tasks are checked for dependencies, and if all dependencies are satisfied, the task is appended to the ready queue. (b) If no resources are available (either in hardware or in software), a busy counter is incremented while waiting for a resource to be free (lines (46) to (50)). The busy counter is a performance metric that is used to give an indication of how busy (or idle) the scheduler is. The busy counter counts the number of cycles a task has to wait for free resources.
(4) When the task mode is HybridSW (i.e., task should run on SW but can also run on HW), RCOnline first attempts to run the task on a GPP and then migrates it to hardware based on GPP availability. Otherwise, RCOnline increments the busy counter and waits for free resources (lines (49) to (50)).
(5) Software and hardware only tasks are handled in a similar way to HybridSW and HybridHW, respectively, with no task migration.
Placement priority, which is calculated by the scheduler, is different than task priority, which is assigned to DFG nodes at design time, in that placement priority determines where a ready task should be placed, while task priority determines the order in which tasks should run.
The calculation of the PRR placement priority takes into account the PRRs' reconfiguration times in addition to task execution time:
(1) At the end of task execution, RCOnline adds any newly discovered task type to the task type table.
(2) The scheduler updates the reconfiguration time for the current PRR in the task type table.
(3) RCOnline updates the execution time for the current processing element based on the following formula:
where denotes execution time and is the learning factor. Based on empirical testing and extensive experimentation, has been set to a value of 0.2. The basic idea is to adapt the new execution time in such a way that does not radically deviate away from the average execution times of the processing element. This assists the scheduler to adapt for changes in execution time for the same operation. The learning formula takes into account old accumulated average execution time (80%) and the most recent instance of the task (20% Assuming all tasks in a DFG are available, the complexity of RCOnline is O(n), where n is the number of tasks in the DFG. Figure 6 depicts the learning behavior of RCOnline with an example DFG consisting of six nodes. As task 1 completes execution, the system records the following information (as shown in Figure 6 (a)) in the task type table: (i) the task operation (multiplication in this case), (ii) reconfiguration time (10 ms in PRR1), and (iii) the execution time (HW, 200 ms). Following the execution of task 2, task type table is updated again with the features of the new task type (addition), as shown in Figure 6 (b). As tasks 4, 5, and 6 arrive, the scheduler will have had more knowledge about their reconfiguration and execution times based on prior information collected. The recorded performance metrics are then used to calculate placement priority that will assist the scheduler to efficiently select future incoming tasks with similar type.
RCOnline-Enh.
To further enhance the performance of the RCOnline scheduler, the task selection criteria were slightly modified. Instead of selecting the first available task in the ready queue (i.e., the task with the highest priority), the scheduler searches the ready queue for a task that matches an existing reconfigured task (line (9) in Algorithm 2). In practice, this simple modification dramatically reduces the number of reconfigurations (see the results presented in Section 4.4). Figure 7 clearly demonstrates the main difference between the RCOnline algorithm and the RCOnlineEnh. As can be seen in the example, the RCOnline-Enh. seeks to switch task "2" with task "1" to take advantage of task reuse and thus minimize the overall reconfiguration time that takes place in the system. 
Results and Analysis. In this section, results based on
RCOnline along with an enhanced version of RCOnline are presented. In order to achieve a fair comparison with the RCOffline scheduler, task migration and software tasks were completely disabled from RCOnline and RCOnline-Enh. implementation. The same reconfigurable area available in the hardware platform is assigned to the RCOffline scheduler.
Total Execution Time.
The total execution time or schedule time (cycles) measured for the proposed online schedulers (RCOnline) and its variant are presented in Tables 2 and 3 , respectively. The tables compare the solution quality obtained by RCOnline to the solutions obtained by RCOffline, as well as to the solutions found by RCOnlineEnh. off , on , and enh are the total execution times (in clock cycles) found by RCOffline, RCOnline, and RCOnlineEnh., respectively. Δ = 100( off − on )/ on and Δ enh = 100( off − enh )/ enh is the relative error in percent for the schedule length found by RCOnline and RCOnline-Enh. compared to RCOffline. This notation is used in all tables presented in this section. Table 2 shows the total execution time of the first run for all schedulers. Results are based on the assumption that all PRRs are empty and RCOnline is in the initial phase of learning. Table 3 , on the other hand, shows the total execution time after the first two iterations. At this point, the learning phase of RCOnline is complete (i.e., third iteration). Since RCOffline is an offline scheduler with no learning capability, the time it takes to configure the first task of a DFG was subtracted (assuming it is already configured). The results in Table 2 clearly indicate an average performance gap increases by 40% when comparing RCOnlineEnh. to RCOnline. The performance gap drops to −6% compared to RCOffline. This is a significant improvement, taking into account the fact that RCOnline-Enh. is an online scheduler that requires a small CPU time compared to the RCOffline. The RCOnline-Enh. performance is improved dramatically following the learning phase, as shown in Table 3 . The RCOnline-Enh. performance gap was 49% of RCOnline and 2% of RCOffline. The performance is expected to improve even more if task migration is enabled.
The CPU run-time comparison of RCOnline-Enh. and RCOffline is shown in RAM. The RCOnline-Enh. is on average 10 times faster than the RCOffline. Tables 5 and 6 show the number of reused hardware tasks prior to the learning phase and after learning phase, respectively. Hardware task reuse tends to reduce the number of required reconfigurations and, hence, total execution time. It is clear from the tables that the amount of hardware task reuse was improved with RCOnline-Enh. Obviously, this contributed to a reduction in the total execution time. Table 6 shows the benefit of the learning phase which tends to increase the variety of the available reconfigured tasks. The RCOnline-Enh. has on average 172% and 158% more hardware reuse than RCOnline prior to and following the learning phase, respectively. RCOnline-Enh. exceeded the amount of hardware reuse over RCOffline after the learning phase by 104%, and it reached 87% of the hardware reuse without learning. RCOffline is able to prefetch tasks, which influences the amount of reuse. All results presented in this section were based on scheduling tasks within a DFG using a single type of architecture per task and based on a fixed single floorplan. The next section shows how these schedulers can be used as part of a multiobjective framework to determine the most appropriate architecture from a set of variant architectures for a given task. The framework proposed in the next section not only is capable of optimizing the selection of the architecture for a task within a DFG, but also can determine the most appropriate reconfigurable floorplan/platform for the application. Table 7 presents a comparison between RCOnline-Enh. and two other efficient scheduling algorithms (RCSched-I and RCSched-II) that were published in [7] . Both RCSched-I and RCSched-II nominate free (i.e., inactive or currently not running) PRRs for the next ready task. If all PRRs are busy and the GPP is free, the scheduler attempts to migrate the ready task (i.e., the first task in the ready queue) by changing the task type from hardware to software. Busy PRRs, unlike free PRRs, accommodate hardware tasks that are active (i.e., running). The two algorithms differ with respect to the way the next PRR is nominated. Results obtained indicate that RCOnline-Enh. has on average 327% more hardware reuse than RCSched-I and 203% more hardware reuse than RCSched-II. Table 7 also indicates that the performance gap in terms of total execution time between RCSched-I and RCOnline-Enh. is, on average, 53% and that between the latter and RCSched-II is 43%.
Hardware Task Reuse.

Comparison with Online Schedulers.
Execution Unit Allocation
Optimizing the hardware architecture (alternative execution units) for a specific task in a DFG is an NP-hard problem [3] . Therefore, in this section, an efficient metaheuristic based technique is proposed to select the type of execution units (implementation variants) needed for a specific task. The proposed approach uses an Island Based Genetic Algorithm (IBGA) as an optimization based technique. S1  867  10  740  19  520  41  S2  2466  35  1767  68  1160  131  S3  478  3  441  5  280  13  S4  1773  13  1508  26  660  79  S6  201  2  160  4  120  8  S7  896  6  818  10  430  31  S8  583  5  503  9 The main feature of an IBGA is that each population of individuals (i.e., set of candidate solutions) is divided into several subpopulations, called islands. All traditional genetic operators, such as crossover, mutation, and selection, are performed separately on each island. Some individuals are selected from each island and migrated to different islands periodically. In our proposed Island Based Genetic Algorithm (GA), no migration is performed among the different subpopulations to preserve the solution quality of each island, since each island is based on a different (unique) floorplan as will be explained later on. The novel idea here is to aggregate the results obtained from the Pareto fronts of each island to enhance the overall solution quality. Each solution on the Pareto front tends to optimize multiple objectives including power consumption and speed. However, each island tends to optimize this multiobjective optimization problem based on a distinct platform (floorplan). The IBGA approach proposed utilizes the framework presented in [7] to evaluate the solutions created in addition to the reconfigurable simulator presented earlier in Section 3.2.
Single Island GA.
The Single Island GA optimization module consists of four main components: an architecture library, Population Generation module, a GA Engine, and a Fitness Evaluation module (online scheduler), as shown in Figure 8 . The architecture library stores all of the different available architectures (execution units) for every task type. Architectures vary in execution time, area, reconfiguration time, and power consumption. For example, a multiplier can have serial, semiparallel, or parallel implementation. Each GA module tends to optimize several criteria (objectives) based on a single fixed floorplan/platform.
The initial population generator uses a given task graph along with the architecture library to generate a diverse initial population of task graphs, as demonstrated by Figure 8 . Each possible solution (chromosome) of the population assembles the same DFG with one execution unit (architecture) bound to each task. The Genetic Algorithm Engine manipulates the initial population by creating new solutions using several recombination operators in the form of crossover and mutation. New solutions created are evaluated and the most fit solution replaces the least fit. These iterations will continue for a specified number of generations or until no further improvement in solution quality is achieved. The fourth component, fitness function, evaluates each solution based on specific criteria. The fitness function used in the proposed model is based on the online reconfigurable scheduler presented earlier that schedules each task graph and returns the time and overall power consumed by the DFG to the GA Engine.
Initial Population.
The initial population represents the solution space that the GA will use to search for the best solution. The initial population can be generated randomly or partially seeded using known solutions and it needs to be as diverse as possible. In our framework, we evaluated the system with different population sizes that varied from a population equal to the number of nodes in the (input) DFG to five times the number of nodes of the input DFGs.
Chromosome Representation. Every (solution) individual in the population is represented using a bit string known as a chromosome. Each chromosome consists of genes. In our formulation, we choose to use a gene for each of the N tasks in the task graph; each gene represents the choice of a particular implementation variant (as an integer value). A task graph is mapped to a chromosome, where each gene represents an operation within the DFG using a specific execution unit, as shown in Figure 9 . 
Fitness Function.
The fitness of any given chromosome is calculated and used by the Genetic Algorithm Engine as a single figure of merit. In our proposed framework, the fitness function is based on the outcome of a scheduler which takes each chromosome and uses it to construct a schedule. The scheduler then returns a value representing time, power, or a weighted average of both values. The quality of the scheduling algorithms implemented can have a significant impact on the final performance of applications running on a reconfigurable computing platform. The overall time it takes to run a set of tasks on the same platform could vary using different schedulers. Power consumption, reconfiguration time, and other factors can also be used as metrics to evaluate schedulers. The RCOnline scheduler described in Section 4.2 is used to evaluate each chromosome as part of the fitness function, in the GA framework. The results summarized in this section are based on the RCOnline scheduler presented earlier.
Island Based GA.
The proposed Island Based GA consists of multiple GA modules as shown in Figure 10 . Each GA module produces a Pareto front based on power and performance (execution time) for a unique platform. An aggregated Pareto front is then constructed from all the GAs to give the user a framework that optimizes not only power and performance, but also the most suitable platform (floorplan). A platform in this case includes the number, size, and layout of the PRRs. The proposed framework simultaneously sends the same DFG to every GA island, as shown in Figure 10 . The islands then run in parallel to optimize for performance and power consumption for each platform. Running multiple GAs in parallel helps in reducing processing time. The chromosomes in each island which represent an allocation of execution units (implementation variant) and binding of units to tasks are used to build a feasible near-optimal schedule. The schedule, allocation, and binding are then evaluated by the simulator to determine the associated power consumed and total execution time. These values are fed back to the GA as a measure of fitness of different solutions in the population. The GA seeks to minimize a weighted sum of performance and power consumption (2) . The value of determines the Every island produces a separate Pareto front for a different platform in parallel. An aggregation module then combines all the Pareto fronts into an aggregated measure that gives not only a near-optimal performance and power, but also the hardware platform (floorplan) associated with the solution. Each island generates the Pareto front by varying the value of in (2) from 0.0 to 1.0 in step sizes of 0.1.
Power Measurements.
Real-time power measurements were initially performed using the Xilinx VC707 board [35] .
The Texas Instrument (TI) power controllers along with TI dongle and a monitoring station were used to perform the power measurement. Other measurements were calculated using Xilinx XPower software.
IBGA Example.
In this section, we introduce a detailed example of the IBGA framework. Benchmark S3 will be used to illustrate how the IBGA module operates as shown in Figure 11 . The S3 benchmark is a synthetic benchmark with 25 nodes and 8 different task types. Each task has between 2 and 5 different architecture variants (i.e., hardware implementation).
(i) Manual Assignment. As shown in Figure 11 
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(ii) Single-GA. Figure 11(b) shows the single-GA approach. This approach produces different task bindings than that of the manual assignment. Despite using the same platform of previous manual assignment, the different bindings lead to a more optimized DFG (lower total execution time). The performance increases by 36% over the manual task assignment.
(iii) Island Based GA. This approach is shown in Figure 11 (c), where task binding is optimized over multiple platforms. The DFG has different task bindings than the two previous cases and uses a different platform. As a result, the performance dramatically increases (the total execution reduces from 3310 cycles to 593). The IBGA produces four different architecture bindings for each platform, as shown in Figure 12 . Each number represents an index to the selected execution unit (architecture) and the location of the integer represents the node number.
Architecture binding for each platform (P1-P4), for the S3 benchmark, is as follows: Table 8 shows the resource utilization of different multiplier implementation used in the example presented in Figure 11 . Table 9 shows the resource available in a PRR and resources used by an adder in uniform implementation. Table 10 shows the resources available in the Virtex-V FPGA operating at 100 MHz along with the resources occupied by the complete system.
Results.
In this section, we first describe our experimental setup and then present results based on the proposed Island Based GA framework. As the GA is stochastic by nature, it was run 10 times for each benchmark. Solution quality was then evaluated in terms of average results produced. The run-time performance of the IBGA based on serial and parallel implementation is shown in Table 11 . The IBGA was tested on a Red Hat Linux workstation with 6-core Intel Xeon processor, running at a speed of 3.2 GHz and equipped with 16 GB of RAM. islands. Each island targeted a different FPGA platform (floorplan) that was generated manually. Each platform is distinct in terms of the number, size, and layout of the PRRs. An example is shown in Figure 12 . Platforms 1 and
The Pareto Front of Island GA Framework.
The proposed multiobjective Island Based GA optimizes for execution time and/or power consumption. Since the objective functions are conflicting, a set of Pareto optimal solutions was generated for every benchmark, as discussed in Section 5.2. Figures 15 and 16 show the Pareto fronts obtained for both synthetic and MediaBench benchmarks, respectively, based on an average of 10 runs. The Pareto solutions obtained by each island (P1 to P4) are displayed individually along with the aggregated Pareto front for each benchmark. It is clear from the figures that each GA island produces a different and unique Pareto front that optimizes performance and power for the targeted platform. On the other hand, the aggregated solution based on the four GA islands combines the best solutions and thus improves upon the solutions obtained by the individual GA Pareto fronts. Hence, the system/designer can choose the most appropriate platform based on the desired objective function. Table 12 compares the best fitness values of the randomly binding architecture with no optimization (No opt.) to that using a single-GA approach (1-GA) along with the proposed aggregated Pareto optimal point approach based on four islands (IBGA). Each value in Table 12 is based on the average of 10 different runs. The single-GA implementation achieves on average 55.9% improvement over the baseline nonoptimized approach, while the Island Based GA achieves on average 80.7% improvement. The latter achieves on average 55.2% improvement over the single-GA approach. Table 13 shows the fitness values based on different weight values (introduced in (2)) for randomly binding architectures (No opt.), a single-GA (1-GA), and an Island Based GA (IBGA). On average the single-GA implementation achieves 52.7% improvement over the baseline nonoptimized approach, while the Island Based GA achieves on average 75% improvement. Table 14 compares the IBGA with an exhaustive procedure in terms of quality of solution and CPU time. Only two small benchmarks are used due to the combinatorial explosion of the CPU time when using the exhaustive search based procedure. It is clear from Table 14 that the IBGA technique produces near-optimal solutions for these small benchmarks. The DFG14 (11 nodes) is 9% inferior to the optimal solution, while S5 (13 nodes) is 1% away from optimality.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we presented an efficient reconfigurable online scheduler that takes PRR size and other measures into account within a reconfigurable OS framework. The scheduler is evaluated and compared with a baseline reconfigurable-aware offline scheduler. The main objective of the proposed scheduler is to minimize the total execution time for the incoming task graph. The proposed scheduler supports hardware task reuse and software-to-hardware task migration. RCOnline learns about task types from previous history and its performance tends to improve overtime. RCOnline-Enh. further improves upon RCOnline and searches the ready queue for a task that can exploit hardware task reuse. RCOnline-Enh. has exceptionally good performance since on average it reached 87% of the performance of RCOffline scheduler, without the learning phase, and 104% of RCOffline scheduler following the learning phase. In addition International Journal of Reconfigurable Computing 23 to the proposed schedulers, a novel parallel Island Based GA approach was designed and implemented to efficiently map execution units to task graphs for partial dynamic reconfigurable systems. Unlike previous works, our approach is multiobjective and not only seeks to optimize speed and power, but also seeks to select the best reconfigurable floorplan. Our algorithm was tested using both synthetic and real-world benchmarks. Experimental results clearly indicate the effectiveness of this approach for solving the problem where the proposed Island Based GA framework achieved on average 55.2% improvement over single-GA implementation and 80.7% improvement over a baseline random allocation and binding approach.
